Transformation
Just because you do not own land
or grow fruits and vegetables does
not mean that you can't join in the
growing agricultural sector. There
are many exciting business options
beyond being a grower or seller.
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One such option is product
transformation. Transformation is
the process of changing a fruit or
vegetable from its original form
into a different product.

Benefits
Transformation creates new
products for consumers and new
markets for you to sell in.
Transforming fruits and vegetables
allows you to preserve your
products longer, therefore reducing
losses and helping you earn more
money. You can transform
products that you cannot sell
because of:
• A short shelf life
• A product surplus
• A lack of transport
• No available storage facility
• No buyer
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Market research

On a recent trip to Sal, Maria was surprised to find that jam was selling at a
much higher price then on her island.
After talking with hotel owners, she
learned there was a high demand for
jam, especially papaya jam, in the
summer months. Determined to take
advantage of this opportunity, Maria
set off to create a plan.
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Planning

Maria attended a professional training
course on jam-making last spring and
is familiar with the process and materials. She contacts local growers to learn
when fresh papaya is available. From
the information she had gathered in
Sal, she plans to start producing jam in
April to meet summer demand.
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Can I succeed?

The price of papaya jam on Sal is 350
escudos. Maria needs to be able to
produce and transport her product at a
similiar price. Ideally, she will be able
to produce it for less than 350 in order
to earn a profit.
Considering all costs such as fruit, food

safety, labor, jars, transport, etc., she
determines she will
be able to earn
money through her
business.
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Food safety

The professional training course that
Maria had attended stressed the importance of food safety. She knows that
any mistakes
could cause
her to lose her
reputation and
business and
potentially
harm people. Food safety is always her
number one concern throughout her
planning and implementation.
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Final plan

Maria creates a final list of materials
and costs. She makes agreements with
local farmers to buy a certain amount
of papayas each month. Likewise, she
agrees with vendors in Sal to sell them
a given amount of jam each month. She
contacts a jar and label supplier in
Praia and is ready to begin.
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Implementation

Maria purchases her papayas directly
and makes her first batch of jam in late
April. In early May she ships a large
quantity to her customers. They are
happy with the high quality and timely
deliveries Maria makes. She quickly
develops a reputation for reliability and
food safety.
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Other options

Fruits and vegetables can be transformed into a wide variety of products,
many of which are currently not being
produced in Cape Verde. Possibilities
include:
• Juice
• Dried Fruits
• Syrups and Sauces
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Learn more

Maria had been fortunate to have
attended a professional training course.
Resources are also avaliable on the
Internet:
• http://www.wikihow.com/Make-Jam
• http://bit.ly/higiene_alimentar
• http://bit.ly/todafruta_seca

